Characterization of an RNA-binding domain in the bacteriophage phi 29 connector.
The connector of bacteriophage phi 29 is known to promote the viral prohead assembly, to bind DNA, and to drive DNA packaging into preformed viral shells in an RNA-dependent process. In this report, the phi 29 connector protein, p10, is shown to bind RNA in a sequence-independent fashion, and to possess an RNA recognition motif comprised approximately the region between residues 21 and 94 of the p10 sequence. Substitution mutants in specific amino acids of the RNA-binding domain obtained by site-directed mutagenesis showed that amino acids Phe23, His57, Phe59, and Tyr61 are critical for RNA binding and, subsequently, for DNA packaging into proheads. Proteolytic modified forms of the phi 29 connector have allowed us to conclude that the DNA- and RNA-binding domains are separated within the p10 sequence. It is also shown that RNA is stably associated to DNA-filled proheads during the DNA-packaging process.